
 

LOT 180 Inaugural Exhibition 
 

Exciting New Exhibition and Sale to Highlight 

Artists and Essence of Downtown New York City  

in the late 1970s and early 1980s 
 

NEW YORK, NY (July 19, 2014) – Collector, art enthusiast and private dealer Ron Kosa is pleased to 

present LOT 180, a carefully curated exhibition and sale featuring an exciting array of rare and 

unseen vintage art, signed limited edition photographs, vinyl art, poster art and ephemera that 

focuses on mid-1970s to early 1980s New York City and captures the creative whirlwind which so 

radically altered the face of American art and culture.  

 

Highlights of this six-week long exhibition include: 

 

A portfolio of photography underlining the New York City scene during the late 1970s and early 

1980s, captured through the lenses of photographers Robert Herman, Alex Harsley and Fernando 

Natalici, among others. Their works collectively explore the soul of everyday life in the city, as well 

as provide insight and artifact to the period’s presence as an epicenter of creativity and newly 

emerging modern culture.  

 

Limited-edition, candid photographs of a young Jean-Michel Basquiat that document his life on the 

cusp of stardom. 

 

A collection of iconic album art by Andy Warhol exploring the artist's personal relationship to music. 

Included will be artwork designed by Warhol for the Rolling Stones, John Cale, Thelonious Monk, 

The Smiths, The Velvet Underground and more. Additional vinyl albums and collectibles by Jean-

Michel Basquiat, Keith Haring, Damien Hirst, KAWS and more will be exhibited. 

  

Prints from designer Mike Joyce's critically acclaimed “Swissted” series and vintage rock 

photography from Leni Sinclair of MC5 fame. 

 

LOT 180 opens on July 24th from 6:30 – 9:30 p.m and runs through September 1st at 52 Kenmare Street 

in historic NoLita, a neighborhood rich in a vibrant variety of cafes, galleries, museums, restaurants, 

nightlife and more. 

 

About LOT 180 

 

The brainchild of collector and private art dealer Ron Kosa, LOT 180 invites collectors and art 

enthusiasts to go beyond traditional exhibition spaces for behind the scenes experiences, to 

engage with and collect pieces of history through works of art and collectibles.  LOT 180 brings to 

market carefully curated selections of art, photography, vintage prints, album art, skate decks and 

collectibles for showcase and sale in alternative spaces in New York City and Los Angeles, with 

new markets to be added in 2015.  www.lot180.com 

 

For further details and press inquires on LOT 180 please contact Roz Joseph 

roz@rozjosephgroup.com   

http://www.lot180.com/
mailto:roz@rozjosephgroup.com

